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Welcome to the Tortoise QuickTake podcast. Thank you for joining us. Today, senior members of Tortoise provide
a timely update on trending topics in the market.
Welcome to the Tortoise Credit weekly podcast. I am Jeff Brothers, Senior Portfolio Manager for Tortoise. Prices for
everything I buy, whether a gallon of gas or my morning Starbucks, seem to be getting more expensive. In this week’s
podcast, we will take a closer look at the recently released inflation data and explore the potential implications for the bond
markets.
The consumer price index data released last Friday showed another solid report with both the headline and core CPI moving
higher by 0.2%. The year-over-year headline CPI was unchanged at 2.9%, but the core CPI, which excludes food and
energy, climbed at a 2.4% annual pace, the highest since September of 2008. Increases in airfares, shelter, and new and
used cars pushed the core index higher. Shelter prices, despite some recent softness in the housing market, continue to
remain firm and are now running at a 3.5% annual rate. The shelter component makes up 41% of the core CPI. These
increases were somewhat offset by declines in apparel prices and medical care. Even with the solid inflation report, we
would expect the acceleration in consumer prices over the first half of the year to moderate, as weak comparisons from 2017
roll off. As an example, the three and six month annualized headline CPI is showing a more restrained trend of only 1.61%
and 2.02% respectively. Even with some lessening in price pressures, it is clear the economy has transitioned from fears of
deflation towards risks of continued higher prices.
Another takeaway from the inflation report is that it does little to deter the Federal Reserve from the current path of gradual
rate hikes. The Fed’s preferred inflation measure, the core PCE, is only marginally away from their stated target of 2%. The
Fed may view the target as “symmetrical,” but given the gradual rise in prices, an overshoot of the target seems inevitable.
The strength of the recent inflation report leaves the Fed little room to deviate from their one hike per quarter projections.
One downside of the rising inflation numbers is that wages are barely keeping pace. When average hourly earnings are
adjusted for inflation, real wages actually fell for the first time since 2012. Broader measures of personal income do not show
such dire circumstances for the consumer, but wage growth has been anemic and higher consumer prices are eating into
earnings. Overall consumer fundamentals remain in excellent shape, but the rise in prices does not seem sustainable in the
face of stagnant wage growth.
What about tariffs and inflation? The growing threat from trade wars did not show up in the latest inflation readings. It is
difficult to predict how the current trade war will end, but even with a 25% tariff on $200 billion in Chinese imports, we would
expect only a modest impact on inflation. Obviously, the impact could be significant for individual products, but the
percentage of Chinese imports in the overall CPI is relatively small. A stronger U.S. dollar and a lower pass through to
consumers could potentially offset the price rise from tariffs.
U.S. interest rates were steady following the inflation report, but rallied sharply on a flight to quality following the decline in
the Turkish lira. Rates have been in a narrow trading range over the past two months between 2.80% and 3.00%, largely due
to market expectations that inflation pressures will slacken. The Treasury Inflation Protected Securities market has also
stalled of late with breakeven inflation rates around 2.10% for the 10-year TIP. One explanation for the stabilization in
inflation expectations could be a belief that a hawkish Federal Reserve will successfully stamp out potential inflation threats.
Putting it all together, we see inflation continuing to move gradually higher with capacity pressures building and the near term
injection of fiscal stimulus. The risks from a trade war are uncertain, but will largely have a bigger impact on economic growth
than inflation. Wage increases have remained in check, but signs are beginning to emerge that the tight labor markets could
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finally be raising earnings. And finally, you may not have noticed, but Starbucks did raise their coffee prices by 10 to 20 cents
in June.
Thank you for listening, we will talk to you again next week.
Thank you for joining us. And stay tuned for our next cast. Have topics you want covered or other feedback to
share? Write us at info@tortoiseadvisors.com.
Disclaimer: Nothing contained in this communication constitutes tax, legal, or investment advice. Investors must consult
their tax advisor or legal counsel for advice and information concerning their particular situation. This podcast contains
certain statements that may include “forward-looking statements.” All statements, other than statements of historical fact,
included herein are “forward-looking statements.” Although Tortoise believes that the expectations reflected in these forwardlooking statements are reasonable, they do involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and these expectations may prove
to be incorrect. Actual events could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of
a variety of factors. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. This podcast reflects our
views and opinions as of the date herein, which are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. We
disclaim any responsibility to update these views. These views should not be relied on as investment advice or an indication
of trading intention.
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